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Forward-Looking Statements & Non-GAAP
Financial Measures
Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains and refers to certain forward-looking statements with respect to our financial condition, results of operations and business. These statements constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Forward-looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking statements include, among others, statements concerning the potential exposure to market
risks, statements expressing management’s expectations, beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions and statements that are not limited to statements of historical or present facts or conditions. You should not place undue reliance on
forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words such as “anticipate,” "assume," “assure,” “believe,” “confident,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “objectives,” “outlook,” “probably,” “project,”
“will,” “seek,” “target” “to be,” and other words of similar meaning.
These forward-looking statements include, without limitation, statements about the following matters: • our strategies for (i) mitigating the impacts of the global outbreak of the coronavirus, (ii) strengthening our position in specialty carbon blacks
and rubber carbon blacks, (iii) increasing our rubber carbon black margins and (iv) strengthening the competitiveness of our operations; • the ability to pay dividends at historical dividend levels or at all; • cash flow projections; • the installation of
pollution control technology in our U.S. manufacturing facilities pursuant to the EPA consent decree; • the outcome of any in-progress, pending or possible litigation or regulatory proceedings; and • our expectation that the markets we serve will
continue to grow.
All these forward-looking statements are based on estimates and assumptions that, although believed to be reasonable, are inherently uncertain. Therefore, undue reliance should not be placed upon any forward-looking statements. There are
important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by such forward-looking statements. These factors include, among others: • the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business and results of operations;
• negative or uncertain worldwide economic conditions;• volatility and cyclicality in the industries in which we operate; • operational risks inherent in chemicals manufacturing, including disruptions as a result of severe weather conditions and natural
disasters; • our dependence on major customers and suppliers; • our ability to compete in the industries and markets in which we operate; • our ability to address changes in the nature of future transportation and mobility concepts which may impact
our customers and our business; • our ability to develop new products and technologies successfully and the availability of substitutes for our products; • our ability to implement our business strategies; • volatility in the costs and availability of raw
materials(including but not limited to; • our ability to respond to changes in feedstock prices and quality; • our ability to realize benefits from investments, joint ventures, acquisitions or alliances; • our ability to realize benefits from planned plant
capacity expansions and site development projects and the potential delays to such expansions and projects; • information technology systems failures, network disruptions and breaches of data security; • our relationships with our workforce,
including negotiations with labor unions, strikes and work stoppages; • our ability to recruit or retain key management and personnel; • our exposure to political or country risks inherent in doing business in some countries; • geopolitical events in the
European Union, and in particular the ultimate future relations, between the European Union and the United Kingdom ; • environmental, health and safety regulations, including nanomaterial and greenhouse gas emissions regulations, and the related
costs of maintaining compliance and addressing liabilities; • possible future investigations and enforcement actions by governmental or supranational agencies; • our operations as a company in the chemical sector, including the related risks of leaks,
fires and toxic releases; • market and regulatory changes that may affect our ability to sell or otherwise benefit from co-generated energy; • litigation or legal proceedings, including product liability and environmental claims; • our ability to protect our
intellectual property rights and know-how; • our ability to generate the funds required to service our debt and finance our operations; • fluctuations in foreign currency exchange and interest rates; • the availability and efficiency of hedging; • changes in
international and local economic conditions, including with regard to the Euro, dislocations in credit and capital markets and inflation or deflation; • potential impairments or write-offs of certain assets; • required increases in our pension fund
contributions; • the adequacy of our insurance coverage; • changes in our jurisdictional earnings mix or in the tax laws or accepted interpretations of tax laws in those jurisdictions; • our indemnities to and from Evonik; • challenges to our decisions and
assumptions in assessing and complying with our tax obligations; and • potential difficulty in obtaining or enforcing judgments or bringing legal actions against Orion Engineered Carbons SA (a Luxembourg incorporated entity) in the United States.
You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause our actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements include those factors detailed under the captions
“Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors” in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020 and in Note S. to our audited consolidated financial statements regarding contingent liabilities, including
litigation. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of the particular statement. New risk factors and uncertainties from time to time and it is not possible for our
management to predict all risk factors and uncertainties, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any
forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other information, other than as required by applicable law.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
We present certain financial measures that are not prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP or the accounting standards of any other jurisdiction and may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures of other companies. These non-U.S. GAAP
measures are Contribution Margin, Contribution Margin per Metric Ton, Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted EPS, Net Working Capital and Capital Expenditures. Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted EPS, Contribution Margins and Net Working Capital are not measures of
performance under U.S. GAAP and should not be considered in isolation or construed as substitutes for net sales, consolidated profit (loss) for the period, operating result (EBIT), gross profit or other U.S. GAAP measures as an indicator of our operations
in accordance with U.S. GAAP. For a reconciliation of these non-U.S. GAAP financial measures to the most directly comparable U.S. GAAP measures, see Appendix.
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A Compelling Investment
Focused on specialized, higher margin carbon blacks (~76% of Adjusted EBITDA)
with current growth initiatives driving further mix shift over time
Strong cash flow currently invested in plants - creating barrier to entry; FCF
conversion expected to rise post-2022 as EPA investments subside
Resilient end markets and proven business model substantially leveraged
to global economic recovery
Focused on driving economic profit and shareholder returns aligned with
management incentives
Advancing sustainability in our industry across the value chain
Leading product innovation platform with global production footprint
Strong financial standing
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About Orion
Year Founded

Headquarters

Production
Facilities

Production
Capacity*

Employees

1932

Houston

14

~1,200 kmt

~1,425

2020A Sales Volume by Segment ($MM)

$867

2020A Adj. EBITDA by Segment ($MM)

27%
45%

73%
Specialty Carbon Black

•
•

$200

Specialty Carbon Black

Rubber Carbon Black

•

55%

Rubber Carbon Black

Annual Sales Volume

Revenues

Adjusted EBITDA

Operating Cash
Generation In
Challenging Year

867 kmt

$1,136 MM

$200 MM

$125 MM

Supply to more than 1,000 customers across 80 countries serving diverse end applications
Only one customer represents more than 10% of 2020 consolidated revenue
Long-standing Blue Chip customer base, with average customer relationship of 30 to 40 years
* Note: Nameplate production capacity
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Global, Well Positioned, Flexible Production Network
Coordinate raw material purchasing
by leveraging different feedstocks
from numerous global and local
suppliers

Ability to supply customers
with the full range of grades
and particle sizes
Redundancy in plant footprint
ensures stability of supply

Interregional capabilities in specialty
carbon black

Ability to quickly establish credibility
with customers in new locations
through supply across regions

Plants
Technical Center
Administration / HQ

Well positioned to serve
emerging markets

Drastically reduces average
transportation costs
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Long Term Growth Drivers

Capacity Expansion

Productivity
(Process Technology & Costs)

Higher Return on
R&D Spend
(New Product Ratio)

Shifting Pricing Toward
Reinvestment Levels

Sustainability
(ESG)

Market Growth

Free cash flow conversion to rise post EPA investments
Potential resolution of Evonik indemnity arbitration
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Orion Engineered Carbons Overview
Segment

Specialty Carbon Black

Rubber Carbon Black

Description

A leading global specialty producer with 27%
business share by volume and
55% Adjusted EBITDA

Product portfolio weighted towards technical grades
now exceeds 26% of total volume and
21% of Adjusted EBITDA

SubSegment

Specialty Grades

Technical Tire and MRG

ASTM Black Tires

Applications

Specialty and Technical Products Drive
~76% of Adjusted EBITDA
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Specialty Carbon Black - Business Profile
FY2020 Net Sales by Region Where Sold

Historical Gross Profit
$250

760

725

679

$200

37.0%
43.2%

$150

EMEA
Americas
Asia

641

199

189

170

149

$100
$50
$0
2017

2018
Gross Profit

2019

$900
$800
$700
$600
$500
$400
$300
$200
$100
$0

2020

Gross Profit Per Ton

19.8%

Key End Markets (% of Net Sales)
Polymers
52.1%

Coatings
17.5%

Dealer/Distributor
14.0%

Printing Systems
11.9%

Other/Battery
4.6%
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Rubber Carbon Black – Business Profile
FY2020 Net Sales by Region Where Sold

Historical Gross Profit

20.9%

280

$250
$200

40.0%

$150

EMEA

228

231

284
219

226

144

$50

$0

$0
2017

39.1%

$150
$100

$50

Asia

$250
$200

188

$100

Americas

$300

2018
Gross Profit

2019

2020

Gross Profit Per Ton

Key End Markets (% of Net Sales)
Tire & Technical Tire
71.5%

MRG
23.0%

Distributor/Dealer
5.5%

RCB volume predominantly driven by replacement tires (~60% of total volumes)
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Market Overview and Recovery Outlook
Rubber Carbon Black

Specialty Carbon Black

2020 Volume: 635 kmt

2020 Volume: 232 kmt
Printing &
Coatings (nonauto) 25%

OEM Tire 15%
Replacement Tire
60% 1)
MRG 25%

Special Apps
(non-auto)
5%

Polymer (nonauto) 60%

Automotive
15%

Economic
Indicator
Profitability

Replacement Tire

OEM Tire

MRG

Automotive

Polymer
(non-auto)

Miles driven

OEM Sales

OEM sales

OEM Sales

Various 2)

3)

$226/ton

Ink/Coatings
(non-auto)

Special Apps
(non-auto)

GDP

GDP

EU/US/JP

CN/EU/US

$641/ton

Profitability vs.
Segment Avg.
Major Regions

EU/US/KR

EU/US/KR

EU/US/KR

EU/CN/US/KR

EU/US/ME/CN

Coincident

Pipe: Coincident
Wire & Cable: Lag
Film: Coincident
Fibers: Coincident

Industrial: Coincident

Recovery
Trends

Lead

Coincident

Coincident

Architectural:
Coincident
Packaging: Lead
Publications: Lag

1)
2)
3)

Replacement tire includes light vehicle, truck, mining and agricultural tires
Pipe (e.g., gas, oil, municipal water, sewage), construction, energy distribution (e.g. power cables), agriculture, consumer non-durables and consumer discretionary
FY 2020 Gross Profit per ton

Consumer Batteries:
Coincident
Mulch: Coincident
Building mtl’s: Lag
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Post-IPO Performance Demonstrates Business Resiliency
$ in millions

Contribution Margin

Adjusted EBITDA

$600

$350
$300

$500

$250
$400
$200
$300
$150

294
247

257

267

$100

$200
200
$100

$50
$0

2016

2017

Adjusted EBITDA

2018

2019

2020

$0

Contribution Margin
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Strategic Projects Adding High Return Growth Capacity
Capacity expansion principally
targeting specialty markets

Ravenna, Italy

(expansion of existing plant)

Expanding footprint in one of the largest, fastest
growing regions for carbon black over next decade

Huaibei, China

(greenfield expansion)

Capacity addition: 25 kmt

Capacity addition: 65-70 kmt

Mix: principally targeting specialty grades

Mix: primarily specialty and technical
rubber grades

Target mechanical completion: late 2021
Target Ramp-up: 2022

Target mechanical completion: 2022
Target Ramp-up: 2023-2024
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Poised to Participate in Economic Recovery, Capture Growth and
Bolster Long-Term Earnings Capacity
Volume in kmts

1,200

180-190

25

65-70

1,000
Targeting 2022
ramp-up

800
Operating leverage to
economic recovery

600
400

Targeting 2023-24
ramp-up

867

200
0

2020

Available Capacity

Ravenna, Italy

Huaibei, China

Leverage to economic recovery and growth initiatives
support long-term earnings capacity well in excess of 2019 run-rate
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Substantial Financial Flexibility and Liquidity
($ in millions and all data as of 12/31/20)

$342M of Total Liquidity
(Available at any TTM Adjusted EBITDA Level)

Balance Sheet Highlights
Cash & Cash Equivalents

$65

Net Debt

$679
$40

Net Debt/LTM Adjusted EBITDA

3.39x

$65

Cash and cash
equivalents
Headroom under RCF
(excl. ancillary facilities)
Headroom under
ancillary facilities

$138
$98

Debt Maturity Profile

(1)

Headroom under local
facilities

$700
$600
$500
$400
$300
$200
$100
$0

FY-21

FY-22
Term Loan USD

(1)

FY-23

Apr-24

Term Loan EUR

Undrawn RCF

Jul-24

Does not include short term credit line or RCF drawings; only depicts maturity profile.
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Orion’s Focus on Sustainability
Strategy

Initiatives

Develop sustainable products for our
customers across the full spectrum of
our industry value chain focusing on:

Developed Printex® Nature - our first
generation ‘green’ carbon black

Recycled/recovered carbon blacks

Nominating, Sustainability and Governance
Committee (Board responsibility)

 Derived from recovered oil from end-of-life tires

Enhanced board independence and diversity

Green/clean carbon blacks

Established our first set of ESG targets

 Derived from renewable feedstock sources

Issued our first sustainability report

Enabling carbon blacks

Joined the E.U.-sponsored BlackCycle Project
to develop a circular economy for end-of-life
tires as feedstock in conventional production

 Enabling lower fuel consumption, longer tire
useful lives and lower microplastic generation

NOx Intensity

PM Intensity

5%↓

50%↓

25%↓

15%↓
By 2029

By 2029

Baseline: 2014
normalized

Baseline: 2014
actual

Baseline: 2014
actual

Baseline: 2014
actual

Baseline: 2014
actual

CO2e tons /
Production tons

Our Targets

Targets

Energy Recovery

SO2 Intensity

GHG Intensity

By 2029

SO2 kg /
Production tons

By 2029

NOx kg /
Production tons

By 2029

PM kg /
Production tons

Useful energy /
Energy input

2%↑
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A Compelling Investment
Focused on specialized, higher margin carbon blacks (~76% of Adjusted EBITDA)
with current growth initiatives driving further mix shift over time
Strong cash flow currently invested in plants - creating barrier to entry; FCF
conversion expected to rise post-2022 as EPA investments subside
Resilient end markets and proven business model substantially leveraged
to global economic recovery
Focused on driving economic profit and shareholder returns aligned with
management incentives
Advancing sustainability in our industry across the value chain
Leading product innovation platform with global production footprint
Strong financial standing
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APPENDIX
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Balanced and Comprehensive Product Portfolio
Specialty Carbon Black
Uses

Rubber Carbon Black

 High quality, durable pigmentation
 Enhancement characteristics such as UV protection,

pigmentation, viscosity control and electrical conductivity

Key End Applications

 Coatings, polymers, printing and special applications

Sales Volume
(2020A)

Key Brands

2020A Sales / Adj. EBITDA
Geographic Mix
(By 2020A Volume)

 Reinforcement and performance additive in rubber

compounds (improves resilience, tear-strength,
conductivity and other physical properties)
 Tires and mechanical rubber goods (“MRG”)

635 kmt

232 kmt

 PRINTEX®
 NEROX®
 Lamp Black

 CORAX®
 PUREX®
 DUREX®

 Special Black
 AROSPERSE
 Gas Black

$445MM / $110MM (25% Margin)

 CK 3
 ECORAX®

$692MM / $90MM (13% Margin)

20.9%

37.0%
43.2%

EMEA

40.0%

Americas

EMEA
Americas

Asia
19.8%

 N990

Asia
39.1%
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The Leader in Carbon Black Technology
OEC is a leading producer of highly customized and diverse carbon black products;
broad technology and product portfolio

Production Technologies and Applications
Furnace
Black

Gas Black

Lamp Black

Thermal
Black

Tires

Acetylene
Black

After
Treating

Tires

MRG

MRG

MRG

Plastics

Plastics

Plastics

Printing Inks

Printing Inks

Coatings

Coatings

Adhesives &
Sealants

Adhesives &
Sealants

Batteries

Batteries

MRG

MRG
Plastics
Printing Inks

Coatings

Coatings

Batteries
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Carbon Black Demand Drivers
Carbon black growth dynamics benefit from several global megatrends
Driver

Mega Trends

Description


1

GDP

2

Tire
Production

3

Vehicle
Production

4

Polymer
Production

5

Infrastructure &
Consumer
Spending Growth



Mobility



Growing Middle Class







Sustainability

6

Environmental
Focus





Carbon black market correlates closely with GDP (indicator for most of carbon black’s
end markets; such as automotive, consumer goods, construction / infrastructure,
packaging, apparel, and oil and gas)
Carbon black demand for tires mainly driven by the replacement tire market, which is
estimated to account for over two-thirds of total tires sold in developed markets

Significant portion of total carbon black demand is tied to automotive production
especially in the original equipment tire, coating and MRG segments

Large driver of specialty carbon black volumes (pipes, cable and wires, masterbatch,
engineered plastics)

Growth in infrastructure, industrial, consumer goods/packaging and batteries

Developing sustainable products across the full spectrum of our industry value chain
focusing on: recycled / recovered, green and enabling carbon blacks
Stringent tire regulation governing fuel efficiency drives demand for higher quality
tires in developed markets and reduces threat of low-cost tire imports
Positioning portfolio to advance grades that enable lower fuel consumption, longer
tire useful lives and lower microplastic generation
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Capital Allocation Framework
Prudently advancing growth and sustainability initiatives
•

Credit Profile Target:
• Steady state: net leverage target of 2.0 to 2.5x
• Current state: Tracking higher than steady state target amid economic slowdown

•

Capital Investment Priorities:
• Essential continuity and safety capital
• Required EPA spending to meet key 2021-2024 compliance dates
• Select high return growth investments
• Ravenna, Italy 25 kmt specialty capacity expansion with targeted 2022 ramp-up
• Huaibei, China 65-70 kmt specialty and technical grade capacity expansion with targeted 2023-24 ramp-up

•

Dividend Policy:
• Dividend suspended (March 2020) to enhance financial flexibility amid economic downturn
• Targeting capital allocation policy that maximizes shareholder value through ensuring financial wherewithal across economic cycle, funding
select high-return growth initiatives and appropriate return of capital

•

Share Repurchases:
• Considered in normal course as a means of returning capital

EPA Indemnification Status:
•
Evonik arbitration filed
•
Arbitration proceeding expected to continue for up to two years before final ruling is rendered by tribunal
•
Settlement during arbitration possible
•
Ultimate use of any proceeds to be considered against capital allocation framework
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FY21 – Financial Assumptions
Guidance
Capital Expenditures

~$170 million

Depreciation & Amortization

$95 million - $100 million

Effective Tax Rate

30% - 31%

Cash Debt Service

$27 million - $29 million

Basic Share Count at December 31, 2021

60.6 million

Select Assumptions and Sensitivities
Working Capital(1)

•

$10/bbl change in average feedstock price changes NWC over 3-4 month period
by ~$27 - $30M

FX

•

1% change in Euro amounts to ~$2 million EBITDA FY impact

Oil Prices(1)

•

$1/bbl change in avg. feedstock cost over 12-month period amounts to ~$0.7 $1.0M FY EBITDA impact

(1) Indicative proxies valid at normal course business volume levels; potential inventory impairments due to short term oil price movements not considered.
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Historical Non-GAAP Metrics Reconciliation
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Historical Non-GAAP Metrics Reconciliation
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Non-GAAP Metric Definitions
In this presentation we refer to Adjusted EBITDA, Contribution Margin, Contribution Margin per ton, Net Working Capital, Capital Expenditures and Adjusted EPS,
which are financial measures that have not been prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Standards (U.S. GAAP) or the accounting standards of
any other jurisdiction and may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures of other companies. We refer to these measures as “non-GAAP” financial
measures. Adjusted EBITDA is defined as operating result (EBIT) before depreciation and amortization, adjusted for acquisition related expenses, restructuring
expenses, consulting fees related to group strategy, share of profit or loss of joint venture and certain other items. Adjusted EBITDA is used by our management to
evaluate our operating performance and make decisions regarding allocation of capital because it excludes the effects of certain items that have less bearing on the
performance of our underlying core business. Our use of Adjusted EBITDA has limitations as an analytical tool, and you should not consider it in isolation or as a
substitute for analysis of our financial results as reported under U.S. GAAP. Some of these limitations are: (a) although Adjusted EBITDA excludes the impact of
depreciation and amortization, the assets being depreciated and amortized may have to be replaced in the future and thus the cost of replacing assets or acquiring
new assets, which will affect our operating results over time, is not reflected; (b) Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect interest or certain other costs that we will continue to
incur over time and will adversely affect our profit or loss, which is the ultimate measure of our financial performance and (c) other companies, including companies
in our industry, may calculate Adjusted EBITDA or similarly titled measures differently. Because of these and other limitations, you should consider Adjusted EBITDA
alongside our other U.S. GAAP-based financial performance measures, such as consolidated profit or loss for the period.
Contribution Margin is calculated by subtracting variable costs (such as raw materials, packaging, utilities and distribution costs) from our revenue. We believe that
Contribution Margin and Contribution Margin per Metric Ton are useful because we see these measures as indicating the portion of revenue that is not consumed by
such variable costs and therefore contributes to the coverage of all other costs and profits.
Adjusted EPS is defined as profit or loss for the period adjusted for acquisition related expenses, restructuring expenses, consulting fees related to group strategy,
certain other items (such as amortization expenses related to intangible assets acquired from our predecessor and foreign currency revaluation impacts) and
assumed taxes, divided by the weighted number of shares outstanding. Adjusted EPS provides guidance with respect to our underlying business performance without
regard to the effects of (a) foreign currency fluctuations, (b) the amortization of intangible assets which other companies may record as goodwill having an indefinite
lifetime and thus no amortization and (c) our start-up and initial public offering costs. Other companies may use a similarly titled financial measure that is calculated
differently from the way we calculate Adjusted EPS.
We define Net Working Capital as the total of inventories and current trade receivables, less trade payables. Net Working Capital is a non-GAAP financial measure,
and other companies may use a similarly titled financial measure that is calculated differently from the way we calculate Net Working Capital.
We have not provided reconciliations of forward-looking Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EPS to the most comparable GAAP measures of net income and EPS.
Providing net income and EPS guidance is potentially misleading and not practical given the difficulty of projecting event-driven transactional and other non-core
operating items that are included in net income and EPS. Reconciliations of these non-GAAP measures with the most comparable GAAP measures for historical
periods are indicative of the reconciliations that will be prepared upon completion of the periods covered by the non-GAAP guidance.
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INVESTOR RELATIONS CONTACT
DETAILS
WENDY WILSON
INVESTOR-RELATIONS@ORIONCARBONS.COM
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